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To start with…

• Ask your partner: Which country would you like to visit, if you could
choose? Why?

• What is you favorite music band? 

• Sing a peace of one of it´s songs for your partner!



Iceland (is a nice land)!



Akureyri – „all qualities of life“



Akureyri – school system

• About 18,500 inhabidants

• 27 daycare parents (children from 1-2 years)

• 10 kindergarten schools /2017 there will be nine (c.a. 18 months-5 
years)

• 10 elimentary schools (two of them on small islands/also
kindergarten) (6 – 16 years)

• Two high schools (16-19 years)

• One University

• Music school



My work…

• Being responsible for every child´s school attendance

• Support teachers as much as I am able to

• Work closely with principals

• Listen to parents voices

• Listen to children´s voices

• Work with the schools board

• Work with the city board

• Work with a lot of other collaborators



My international family

• Family of seven siblings



Generation after generation…



Iceland…



Women‘s talk… generations fight…

• Myndband Vigdís og Hanna

https://www.facebook.com/inspiredbyiceland/videos/1335216329831370/?pnref=story


24th. of October – Women‘s rights day



Small battles…



„Free the nipple“… a challenging protest…



Human rights – what are we talking about?

• They are universal and absolute.

• They focus on innate human dignity and the equality of all human beings.

• They are equal, inconvertible and interconnected.

• Human rights can never be taken away from individuals or groups and no 
exceptions can be made to having those rights.

• They impose obligations, especially on states.

• They are internationally insured. 

• They are protected by legislation.

• They protect individuals and to a certain point also groups.



General curriculum 2011



General curriculum – basic elements

• Literacy

• Sustainability

• Democracy and human rights

• Equal rights

• Health and welfare

• Creativity



Books for each element



School curriculum



Subjects…



Democracy and human rights…

• „In a democratic country all citizens are entitled to human rights and 
to be able to collectively make the decisions in all major issues in 
their own lifes.

• „The premise for democracy is collective responsability, the
awareness and activity of the citizens, which make them able to
participate in shaping their own society and affect it both near and at 
distance

• „One should expect that children and young people learn being 
democractic by learning about democracy in a democratic
surrounding.



Democracy and human rights

• Education in democracy and human rights is based on critical thinking
skills and reflection on the basic values of society. 

• We must assume active cooperation with the local community in each
municipality or neighbourhood. Such a cooperation is one of the key
components of sustainability.



The human rights clap!



Iceland´s focus on human rights

• women and childrens‘ rights and acting against all violence and discrimination against
women and children

• equal rights for both (all) sexes

• action against trafficking

• to facilitate discussion on platforms of the United Nations on sexuality and improvement
of human rights for homosexuality, bisexuality, etc.

• counteractions against terrorism must not be on the expense of human rights

• plead for complete prohibition of torture, the abolition of capital punishment and 
executions without trial

• to promote the connection between human rights, peace and security and the
responsibility of the international community



20th. of November

• The Convention on the Rights of the Child was ratified by the Icelandic 
parliament on the 20. of November 1989. The date is dedicated to the
teaching of human rights to children. 



UNESCO – child-friendly cities



Akureyri – a child-friendly town



Akureyri

• The Ombudsman for children in Iceland has existed since 1994.

• UNICEF in Iceland and the Ombudsman for children have made a plan 
to implement the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the 
Child

• Akureyri is the first municipality in Iceland to put in policy being a 
child-friendly town

• A focus group has been put together to find out what we should 
improve and how.



Eight steps of implimation

1. Confirmation

2. Mapping

3. Education

4. Action – plan

5. Action

6. Rapport

7. Evaluation and acceptance

8. Reasessment and new 
goals



Children vote for president – AND parliament!



„Week of democracy“ and shadow elections

( „I wote“)



“Together Against 
Domestic Violence”

A New Approach to an Old Problem



How?

Scene investigation
Recording of 

testimony
Medical

examination

Social services
referred

Provision of 
restraining order 
and expulsion of 

home

Provision of support

Follow-up visit to
the home within a 

week of event

Risk assessment/

Emergency button



Together Against Domestic Violence

• Clear message - Domestic Violence is never accepted

• A member from the local authorities comes to the scene and supports victims, wether there are
children or not.

• If there are not children in the place victims need to agree for the support of a member of local
social authorities

• The member of the local social authorities is very important on the scene as he works a witness
on venue and support for the victims in getting medical attention which is very important for 
proof.

• Also he/she helps the antagonist and encurrages him/her to search for help.



Our newest fellow inhabitants



Christmas in a shoebox



Gender glasses



Kindergarten project – equal rights

• The staff were discussing their own point of view about equal rights
in schools

• The staff got lectures about the subject

• Many questions were to answer such as: „ Is our caring different for 
boys and girls?“  Boys shall „be strong“, girls get „músí músí…“

• How can we teach children that everybody is equal?



Book was translated…







Main conclusion of the project

• The challenge is the staff and their view on equal rights

• It´s very important to start early to inform children about equal rights
and human rights. In that way we might create a better future for 
each and everyone

• They realized the lack of knowledge in gender studies

• They realized that gender studies shall be included in all work in the
kindergarten. 



First lesbian Prime minister in the world

• „With systematic education and 
discussion from the beginning of 
the school attendance we give
young people the opportunity til 
take decissions about their own
future on their own terms, 
unrelated to the stereotype of sex 
and conventional choose of work“.

Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir



Robert Jan Smits (director-General for Research and Development)

• We need to work on global level

• Prime experience and education have fundamental influation on children

• It is most important to put the mosst investment in teaching and education
for the youngest children. That as been proved through research

• One of each four children in Europe are in great danger of getting into poor
trap. This is extremely important and challenging to work on

• Children´s safety has also influence in women´s participation on the
labourmarket and women´s possibility to educate

• Education and the care of children is closely related

• Professional research can help policymakers to promote policy in ECEC 
(early childhood education and care).



Installation of human rights teaching in all school
systems
• The role of the teacher is fundamental.

• Educators. Teachers. They are „Gods“ in children´s eyes. 

• We need to support teachers having strong self-esteem. 

• We must help techers exchange experience between schools, 
between countries.

• We must support life long learning for teachers in important subjects. 

• The focus must be on the child because the child is our future.



So…

• We need to work together

• We need to help each other
• Best practicies

• Me
• to you
• to family
• to micro society
• to community
• to country
• to continent
• to the whole world

• We are, after all, one big family.

• We are EARTHLINGS!



• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut2bpmeU3Q0&list=PLB0417AD
F350DF29B

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut2bpmeU3Q0&list=PLB0417ADF350DF29B



